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Abstract
This paper considers improvingthe performance
of text classification, whensummariesof the
texts, as well as the texts themselves, are
available during learning. Summariescan be
more accurately classified than texts, so the
question is howto effectively use the summaries
in learning. This paper proposes a new method
for addressing the problem, using a technique
referred to as ’stochastic keywordgeneration’
(SKG). In the proposed method, the SKGmodel
is trained using the texts and their associated
summaries. In classification, a text is first
mapped,with SKG,into a vector of probability
values, each of whichcorrespondsto a keyword.
Text classification is then conducted on the
mappedvector. This methodhas been applied to
email classification for an automatedhelp desk.
Experimentalresults indicate that the proposed
methodbased on SKGsignificantly outperforms
other methods.

1. Introduction
Weconsider the problem of improving the performance
of text classification, when other types of data are
available during learning. Specifically, we consider the
case in which the classified texts have summaries. We
assume here that summaries can be more accurately
classified than texts. The question is howwe combinethe
use of classified texts and the use of summaries in
learning. (Note that we assume that summariesare not
availablein classification.)
Anexampleof this kind of text classification is the email
classification at a help desk. For example,the help desk at
Microsott receives email messages from customers
describing software errors. The goal is to automatically
classify the messages into a number of predefined
categories. The email messagesare difficult to classify
because customers often use different terms to describe
the same problem. However,at the help desk, summaries

to the messages made by engineers are available in
addition to the manuallyclassified email messages. The
summaries
are often moreindicative to the categories.
Weaddress the problemin this paper and propose a new
method based on a technique which we refer to as
’stochastic keywordgeneration’ (SKGfor short). To the
best of our knowledge,this problemhas not been studied
previously.
In SKG,we employa probabilistic modelto represent the
relationship betweenthe wordsin different texts and the
keywordsin the summariesof those texts. During the
learning phase, we create an SKGmodelusing texts and
their summariesas training data. For a newlygiven text,
we generate a list of keywordsfrom the text using the
SKGmodel. Each of the generated keywords has a
probability value.
In text classification basedon SKG,wefirst use texts and
their summariesto train an SKGmodel. Wethen employ
the obtained SKGmodel to mapeach of the classified
texts into a probability vector. Next we use the obtained
vectors and the corresponding classes to construct a
classifier.
Our methodmapseach training exampleinto a probability
vector before constructing a classifier. This can be viewed
as a sort of preprocessing, different from the traditional
feature selection and feature transformation.
Weconducted experiments on email classification at a
help desk and found that our method based on SKG
significantly outperformsother methods.
The approach presented in this paper maybe extended to
other classification problems in similar settings, by
generalizing stochastic keywordgeneration into stochastic
feature generation.
Therest of the paper is organizedas follows. In Section 2
we describe related workand in Section 3 we describe our
methodof text classification using SKG.Next, we present
our experimental results in Section 4. Finally, we make
concludingremarksin Section 5.
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2. Related Work
Text classification (or text categorization) is the process
of automatically assigning texts into a number of
predefined categories.
Many methods for text
classification based on supervised learning have been
proposed. They include methodsusing regression models
(e.g., Fuhret al. 1991), naive Bayesianclassifiers (e.g.,
Lewis & Ringuette 1994), nearest neighbor classifiers
(e.g., Y’ang1994), neural networks(e.g., Wieneret
1995), support vector machines(e.g., Joachims 1998),
boosting (e.g., Schapire &Singer 2000), symbolic rules
(e.g., Li & Yamanishi 2002), and the perceptron
algorithmwith margins(e.g., Li et al. 2002). Among
these
methods, the so-called margin classifiers, including
support vector machines, boosting, and perceptrons, are
reported to performthe best for manydata sets. All of the
methodsaboveuse only classified texts in training.
Feature selection and transformation are important
preprocessingsteps for text classification (Liu &Motoda
1998). Feature selection is the process of removing
irrelevant features in order to enhancethe efficiency of
training and classification. The commonly
used measures
for feature selection include document frequency,
information gain, mutualinformation, Z2-test score, and
term strength (Yang & Pederson 1997). Feature
transformation is the process of mappingexamplesfrom
the original feature space to a higher dimensionalspace in
order to improvethe classification ability of a classifier.
For instance, the back-propagationalgorithm (Rumelhart
et al. 1986) automatically maps examples to a higher
dimensional space represented by the hidden layer in a
multilayer neural network. The support vector machine
learning algorithm (Vapnik1995) also attempts to use
kernel function to mapexamplesfrom the original feature
space to a higher dimensionalspace. Feature selection and
feature transformation actually automatically construct
newfeature spaces.
Manyproblems in machine translation,
information
retrieval and text summarization
can be formalizedas one,
based on a mapping between two spaces. The central
issue of statistical machinetranslation is to construct a
probabilistic modelbetweenthe spaces of two languages.
For example, Brownet al. (1993) proposed a series
statistical translation modelsfor sentencetranslation. The
essence of the modelsis to performprobabilistic mapping
between the linguistic data in two languages. In
information retrieval, manystatistical methods(e.g.,
Berger & Lafferty 1999) have been proposed for
effectively finding the mappingrelationship between
terms in the space of user queries and terms in the space
of documents. This is because a major difficulty for
documentretrieval is that in manycases, terms in user
queries and terms in documentsdo not match very well.
In statistics-based summarization, for example, Knight

Whengetting emails I get a notice that an email has
been received but whenI try to view the messageit is
blank. I havealso tried to run the repair programoff the
install disk but that it did not take care of the problem.
(a)
receive emails; some emails have no subject and
message body

(b)
Figure1: Aexample
of a text andits summary:
(a) the text Co)
the summary
and Marcu(2000) proposedusing texts and the associated
abstracts as data to conduct text summarization.Again,
mappingbetweendata in two spaces (texts and summaries)
is a central issue.

3. Text Classification
KeywordGeneration

Using Stochastic

3.1 Problem Setting
Supposethat we are to conduct text classification based
on supervised learning. As usual, we have a numberof
classified texts and we can construct a classifier using
these classified texts. Our new assumption is that in
addition to the classified texts, we also have summaries
associated to the texts (i.e., each of themhas a summary).
Furthermore, the summaries can be more accurately
classified than the texts. Our question, then, is howwe
can use the summariesto improvethe performanceof text
classification. Notethat weassumethat future texts to be
classified do not have summaries.
As one example, we consider the case of email message
classification at the help desk of Microsoft.Thehelp desk
receives emails from customers that describe software
errors that the customers have encountered. Figure 1 (a)
shows an example message. The engineers at the help
desk assign labels to the messages, indicating the
categories of the errors and the solutions, after they help
resolve the problems.Thus, the email messagesare handclassified into categories. Thecategories include ’Cannot
Open WordFile’, ’Empty Outlook Message’, etc. The
category of the messagein Figure 1 (a) is ’EmptyOutlook
Message’. Usually, the engineers also add summariesto
the messages. Figure 1 (b) shows the summaryof the
message in Figure 1 (a). Wesee that the customer’s
description is not as technical as the engineer’s
description. It is often the case that customers’
descriptions vary depending on the person, while
engineers’ descriptions are muchmore consistent. Our
goal here is to automatically classify newemail messages,
using both the classified messagesand the summariesof
the messagesas training data. As indicated in Figure 1,
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Table1: Comparison
betweenthe conventionalproblemand
the newproblem
on text classification
Conventional

New

X ---> Y

X---> Y

Classifier
Training
Data

{(x,,y~),..., t, y~)}

Test Data {(x;,y~),...,(x’,y~)}

{(xt, yt),..., (x,,y,)}
{(x,s0,...,(x,,s,)}
{(x’,y~),...,(x’,,y~)}

summariesare more indicative, and thus should be more
useful in classification.
Let us describe the problem more formally. Let
X ={0,1}" denote a space of features and Y a set of
classes. Given a word list, let x=(x,,x2,...,x,)EX
denotethe value of a feature vector representinga text, in
which the i-th element indicates the occurrence or nonoccurrenceof the i-th wordof the wordlist in the text. Let
y E Y denote a class representing a category of texts. Let
X = (Xt,X2,...,X)
denote a random variable on X,
and Y a randomvariable on Y.
Let S = {0,1}" denote another space of features. Givena
keywordlist, let s = (s, s2,...,s .) E S denotethe value of
a feature vector representing a summary,in whichthe i-th
elementindicates the occurrenceor non-occurrenceof the
i-th keywordof the keywordlist in the summary.Let
S = (St,S2,...,S,) denote a randomvariable on S.
The conventional text classification problem can be
described as follows. Given a set of classified texts
Lx = {(x~,y~),(x2,y2),...,(xl,y~) } as training data, a
supervised learning algorithm A creates a classifier
hx = A(Lx) which is a function fi’om X to Y. Given a
set of unclassifiedtexts as test data, weuse the classifier
to classify them. The performanceof the classifier can be
measured in terms of the generalization
error

Ep~x.,~[h~(X)
~ r’].
In this paper, we employlinear classifiers whichcan be
representedas
n

hx (x) = argw¢I¢
max[~]w~f’x,+ by
i=t
where wcx~
i,y represents the weight supporting y with the
occurrenceof the i-th wordof the wordlist in the text, and
by represents the prior weight supporting y. Naive

Whengetting emails 1
gel a notice that an email
has been received but
when I try Io view the
message it is blank. 1 -have also tried to run the
repair program off the
install disk but that it did
not take care of the
problem.

t

Stochastic
Keyword
Generation

emails
receive
subject
~ body

0.75
0.68
0.45
0.45

Figure2: Anexampleof stochastickeyword
generation
Bayesian classifiers, perceptrons, and linear support
vector machinesare linear classifiers.
In our newclassification problem,weuse as training data,
not only Lx={(xt,y~),(x2,y2),...,(x~,y~)},
but also
{(xt,st),(x~,s2),...,(x,,s,)
which
is
a
set
of the
}
texts and their associated summaries. We assume
that the summaries can be more accurately
classified than the texts themselves.
More
precisely, Ep(×.r~[hx(X)
~ Y] > Eecs.r~[hs(S)~ whe
re
Ee~s.r~[hs(S) eY] denotes the generalization error of
conducting classification on summaries, defined in a
similar wayas classification on texts.
Table 1 shows a comparison between the conventional
text classification problemand the newtext classification
problem.
The question is whether we can construct a high
performanceclassifier in our newproblemsetting.
3.2 Stochastic

Keyword Generation

Weconsider the problem of automatically generating
keywordsfor a given text. Wepropose a newapproach to
address this problem, whichwe call ’stochastic keyword
generation’ (SKG).
Weassumethat we have a numberof texts, each having a
summary.In addition, we have a list of keywords. One
wayto create the keywordlist, which we employin this
paper, is to collect all the content words(non-stopwords)
in the summariesand view them as keywords.
Thus, for each keyword, we can determine whether it
occurs in the summary
of a given text. For each keyword,
we can create a binary classifier whichjudges howlikely
the keywordoccurs (or does not occur) in the summary
a text, using the texts and the associated summaries.If we
have mkeywordsthen wecan create msuch classifiers.
Givena newtext, we can use the classifiers to calculate
the likelihood values of the keywordsand output those
keywordsand their likelihood values. Wecall this process
SKG. Figure 2 shows an example of SKG. Note that
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1.

Input: {(x, Yl ), (x2, Y2),’",(x,,
and
} {(Xl,S,), (x2,s2),.-., (x,,s,)
Train SKGmodel 0(x) using

{(x,,s,),(x2,s0,...,
(x,,s,)}
o ={P(Slx)}

Training Data
{(x,,y,),..., (x,,y,)}
Test Data
{(x;, y;),..., (x’,, y~)}

(a)

2.
} Map{x, x2,...,x~} into {0(x~),0(x2),...,0(x,)
3. Train classifier ho using
Le = {(O(xl),y,),(O(x2),y2),...,(O(x,),y,) } :
. (s)x
(Let -W (s)
denote(.is)
kWy,i ~ Wy,2, " " " ~ Wy,m)
y

Training Data
{(xl,Y~),’",(x,,y,)}

Select a confidence threshold r and a learning
speed r/
for each(y e Y) w ~s) (0) ~- 0, by (0)

{(x,,s,),...,(x,,s,)}

t 0,g =m10(x,)ll

Test Data
{(xl,y;),’",(x~,y~)}

repeat
for i = 1,2,-.., l
for each(y e ’Y"
if y = Ysthen z ~-- 1
else z <--- -1
if z(0(x,).wy (s)
(t) +by(t)) < r then

(b)

Figure3: Differencesbetween(a) the conventionalapproach
and 0a) our approach
although the word’body’ does not appear in the text, it
can still be generatedas a keyword.
Moreformally, given a data set containing texts and their
summaries{(xl,sl),(x2,s2),...,(x,,s,)},
we can construct
a classifier for each of the keywords(S~,S2,...,S,). For
example, we can create a naive Bayesian classifier for
each keyword. Given a new text x, we can use
the naive Bayesian classifiers
to calculate the
conditional
probabilities
of the
keywords:
(P(S~= 1 [ x),P(S2 = 1 [ x),..., P(S,, = 1 [ x)). Notethat
use the naYveBayesianclassifiers as a density estimator
here for assigning keyword probabilities,
not for
classification.
Hereafter, we will use O to denote the space of
conditional probability values of keywords, and
0(x) = l(x),0~ (x ),...,0, (x
)) a vector in
where 0l(x)=P(SJ=l[x) (j = l, .-., m) . Wecall
’stochastic keywordgeneration model’.
We note that SKGcan be used for both keyword
generation and
for other applications like text
classification, as will be madeclear below.
3.3 Algorithm
Wepropose to employ SKGin the text classification
problemdescribed in Section 3.1. Figure 3 illustrates the
differences between the conventional approach (a) and
our approach(b).

~,(s),.
~ s,
w(t) +rr~0
(x
y U 1)
2b,., +--b,+,+rlzR
t<--t+l
end if
end for
end for
until no updates madewithin the for loops
Output:classifier
" (s).0(x)+by]
ho(0(x)) =argmaxtwy
y~

Figure4: Learningalgorithm
Figure4 delineates three steps of the algorithm..
(1) Given the set of texts
and their
summaries{(x,,s,),(x~,s~),...,(x,,s,)}
, it constructs
an SKGmodel 0(x)=(Ol(x),02(x),...,0,(x))
employthe naive Bayesian classifiers for creating the
SKGmodelin this paper.
(2) Mapthe set of classified texts {xl,x2,.-.,xt} into
set of probability vectors {0(x~),0(x2),-.-,0(x~) } using
the constructed SKGmodel.
(3) Construct a classifier
with the probability
vectors
and
the
associated
classes
{(O(xl),yl),(O(x2),y2),...,(O(xt),y,) }. A classifier here
m

is representedas ho (0(x)) = arg max[~-~
w~.~>0,
(x) +
Y

I=1
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In this paper, we employedthe perceptron algorithm with
margins (PAM)to train a perceptron classifier. Figure
showsthe details of its training process. Wealso used the
linear supportvector machine(SVM)
as a classifier.
In text classification, givena newtext x e .X’, our method
first creates its corresponding 0(x), and then uses the
classifier ho (0(x)) to classify the text.
Note that in our method, stochastic keywordgeneration
turns out to be a preprocessing
step for text classification.
4. Experimental

Results

4.1 Email Classification
Weconductedexperimentson email auto-classification at
the help desk of Microsoft.
Weused email messages with summaries to train
stochastic keywordmodelsas described in Section 3.2,
and used the obtained stochastic keywordmodels and
classified emailmessagesto train classifiers as described
in Section 3.3. Next, we used the obtained classifiers to
classify other email messages.
There were 2,517 email messages belonging to 52
categories. The largest category contained morethan 800
email messages, while the smallest category contained
only 10. The average length of a messagewas about 80
words, and there were about 10,000 unique words in the
email messages. All of the 2,517 messageswere assigned
summaries. The average length of a summarywas 14
words, and there were about 1,500 unique words in the
summaries. We removed stopwords (we defined 459
stopwords)from both the texts and summaries,but did not
perform stemmingon them.
Werandomlysplit the data into five parts and conducted
5-fold cross validation. In eachtrial of the cross validation,
weused the training examplesfor the construction of both
SKGmodels and classifiers,
and we discarded the
summariesof the test examples. All of the experimental
results reported beloware those averagedover the five
trials.
In each trial, we collected all the words whose total
frequencies were larger than 2 from the summariesof the
training examples and created a set of keywords
Sj, j = 1,2,..., m. There wereon average 510keywordsin
the five trials. For each keywordSj, we selected fromthe
email messages20 words having the largest information
gain values (cf. Yang&Pederson 1997). Wedenote the
set of wordsrelated to Sj as .X’/. Therewere on average

about 2,400 words in the set of the selected words
m

X= U.x’j.
j=l
In each trial, we constructed an SKGmodelwith the texts
and summariesin the training examples.For a given text
x, we calculated the conditional probability of each
keyword S/ given the text x, using only the
correspondingset of words.X’j. This is because wefound
that this kind of ’feature selection’ helps to improve
performance. (Weset I Xj = 20 based on a preliminary
experimental result using a random 3:1 split of the
training data prior to the first trial of the cross validation.
SeeSection4.2 for details on further experiments.).
Weclassified the test data using our method, namely
classification based on SKG.Whenthe classifier is
trained with the perceptron algorithm with margins, we
denote the methodas ’SKG(PAM)’.Whenthe classifier
is the support vector machine, we denote the methodas
’SKG (SVM)’. For PAM, we used a tool that
developed ourselves. For SVM,we used a tool developed
by Platt (1998), which was also used in (Dumaiset
1998)for text classification.
For comparison,we also tested other methods.
First, we used only email messagesto train classifiers.
(That is to say, we did not use the summaries).
classifiers,
we employed SVMand PAM.Our use of
SVM
was exactly the sameas that in (Dumaiset al. 1998).
That is, for each class, we conductedbinary classification
in which we selected 300 features based on information
gain. PAMwas also run on the same feature set. We
denote the methods as ’Text (SVM)’and ’Text (PAM)’
respectively.
Second,wealso used all the wordsin the texts as features
when using SVMand PAM.Wedenote them as ’Text
(aI1)(SVM)’and ’Text (all)(PAM)’respectively.
Third, we used only summaries to train SVMand PAM
classifiers. Next, we used themto classify email messages.
The methods are denoted as ’Sum (SVM)’ and ’Sum
(PAM)’respectively.
Fourth, we mergedeach email messagewith its associated
summaryand viewedthe mergedresults as peudo-texts to
train classifiers. Again, we employedSVMand PAM.We
denote the methods as ’Text+Sum (SVM)’ and
’Text+Sum(PAM)’respectively.
Fifth, we treated the keywords extracted from the
summaries as features of the email messages and
conducted training and classification with the email
messageson the basis of the features. This can be viewed
as feature selection for text classification using summaries.
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Table2: Experimental
results ofemailclassification
Method
Prior
Text (PAM)
Text (aI1)(PAM)
Sum (PAM)
Text+Sum (PAM)
Text (KW)(PAM)
Text-X(PAM)
SKG (PAM)
Text (SVM)
Text (all)(SVM)
Sum (SVM)
Text+Sum (SVM)
Text (KW)(SVM)
Text-X(SVM)
SKG (SVM)

Top 1
Accuracy (%)
34.1
58.7
58.3
50.0
56.2
58.2
58.3
63.6
57.3
56.7
47.4
55.5
54.6
57.6
61.5

Top 3
Accuracy (%)
47.8
73.7
73.5
69.1
70.4
73.1
73.8
78.9
76.7
76.9
71.2
73.7
75.4
77.0
81.5

Wealso employed SVMand PAMas classifiers.
We
denote the methods as ’Text (KW)(SVM)’and ’Text
(KW)(PAM)’
respectively.

Table 3: Performanceof SKG(PAM)whenusing different
numbers
of features I Xj[ to modelthe conditionalprobability
of each keywordSj
I XjI
10
20
30
40
50

Top 1
Accuracy (%)
61.5
63.6
63.3
62.3
61.2

Top 3
Accuracy (%)
78.3
78.9
79.3
78.5
77.8

summaries. For the same reason, Text (KW)(PAM)
Text (KW)(SVM)
do not perform well either.
The performances of Text+Sum (PAM)and Text+Sum
(SVM)are not better than those of Text (PAM)and
(SVM),suggesting that simply mergingtexts with their
summariesfor training cannot help improveperformance.
The performances of Text-X (PAIV0 and Text-X (SVM)
are inferior to those of SKG(PAM)and SKG(SVM),
indicating that the better performancesof SKGwere not
due to the use of the selected feature set X.
4.2 Discussions

Sixth, we used PAMand SVMonly on X, the set of
words used for creating the stochastic keywords
generation models. Wedenote them as ’Text-X (PAM)’
and ’Text-X(SVM)’
respectively.
Wealso tested the baseline method,denotedas ’Prior’, in
which we always chose the most frequently occurring
classes.
Table 2 showsthe results in terms of top 1 accuracy and
top 3 accuracy.
From Table 2, we see that SKG(PAM)and SKG(SVM)
significantly outperformtheir correspondingmethodsthat
do not use SKG.The results of the sign test (cf., Yang
Liu 1999) showthat the improvementsare statistically
significant (p-value < 0.005).
The experimental results of Text (PAM),Text (all)(PAM)
Text (SVM),and Text (all)(SVM) indicate that feature
selection based on information gain do not affect the
performances very much.
The performances of Sum(PAM)and Sum(SVM)are
as good as those of Text (PAM) and Text (SVM),
suggesting that a classifier trained from the space of
summaries cannot work well in the space of email
messages. This is because the word usage in the email
messagesare quite different from the wordusage in the

Weinvestigated the effects of using different numbersof
words (features) from email messagesin the construction
of the SKGmodels. Table 3 shows the performances of
SKG(PAM)in different settings. Wesee that all the
results are better than those ofnon-SKG
methodsin Table
2, and amongthem the results achieve the best when
[Xj 1= 20 and [Xj [= 30. The results indicate that 20 to
30 words (features) will usually suffice to identify
keyword.
Wealso investigated the performance of deterministic
keyword generation, in which we mappedexamples from
X to S instead of X to O in training and testing. More
precisely, we first used the email messages and their
summariesto train the naive Bayesianclassifiers, as we
did before. However,we did not use the naive Bayesian
classifiers for probability assignment,but used themfor
classification. For each text, we used the classifiers to
generate a 1-0 vector. The value was one, if the
correspondingkeywordhas a probability value larger than
0.5, and zero otherwise. Next, we converted all of the
classified texts into 1-0 vectors and used themfor the
construction of classifiers. WeemployedPAMand SVM
as before. The experimental results, denoted as ’DKG
(PAM)’ and ’DKG(SVM)’ respectively, are shown
Table 4. Wesee that DKG(PAM)slightly improves upon
Text (PAM).However,the result from the sign test is not
statistically
significant. SKG(PAM)performs much
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Table 4: Results of email classification
with deterministic
keyword generation (results
with stochastic
kep, vord
generation are also listed)

Method
DKG (PAM)
SKG (PAM)
DKG (SVM)
SKG (SVM)

Top 1
Accuracy (%)
59.8
63.6
57.6
61.5

Top 3
Accuracy (%)
73.9
78.9
76.9
81.5

Table5: Results of classification on summaries
(results of
classificationonemailmessages
are also listed)
Method
Text (PAM)
Sum-Sum (PAM)
Text (SVM)
Sum-Sum (SVM)

Top1
Accuracy (%)
58.7
87.0
57.3
86.9

Top 3
Accuracy (%)
73.7
96.8
76.7
97.2

better than DKG(PAM),suggesting that the mapping
examples from X to O is more effective. The results
with SVM
have similar tendencies. Thusit is safe to say
that probabilistic assignmentofkeywordsis morereliable
than deterministic assignment of keywords for text
classification.
Table 5 shows the performances of classification on
summaries(i.e., we used the summariesfor both training
and classification), which we denoted as Sum-Sum
(PAM)
and Sum-Sum(SVM). The results indicate that the
summariesmadeby the engineers can be more accurately
classified than the texts written by the customers.Thishas
verified that our assumption (summaries can be more
accuratelyclassified than texts) holds for the data in the
experiments.
Figure 5 gives an example from the category ’Empty
Outlook Message’, which was incorrectly classified by
Text (PAM)and Text (SVM),but was correctly classified
by SKG(PAM)and SKG(SVM). The customer described
the problemas ’it is blank’. In contrast, the engineer
described the problemas ’no subject and messagebody’.
It appears that the email messageswritten by a large
group of customers tend to use varying and redundant
expressions, while the summaries written by a small
group of engineers tend to use uniform and concise
expressions. This is the reason that summariescan be
moreaccurately classified than texts. Figure 5(c) shows
the result of the top four keywordsand their probability
values based on stochastic keywordgeneration. Wesee
that SKGcan ’recover’ the summariesquite well. As a
result, SKGcan indeed effectively utilize the summary

Whengetting emails I get a notice that an email has
been received but whenI try to view the messageit is
blank. I havealso tried to run the repair programoff the
install disk but that it did not take care of the problem.
(a)
receive emails; some emails have no subject and
message body

Co)
1
0.9
0.8
0.7
~a
2~ 0.6
0.5
"~ 0.4
a 0.3
0.2
0.1

~;~:~
:

~:~:~

subject

body
emails
keyword

receive

(c)
Figure5: Anexampleof classification (a) the emailmessage
(b) the summary
(c) top 4 keywordsand their probability
values
information for improving the performances of text
classification.
5. Conclusions

and Future Work

This paper has presented a newtext classification method
using stochastic keywordgeneration for preprocessing
whensummariesof texts are available during learning.
Stochastic ke~vord generation is the technique of
generating keywords from a text on the basis of
conditional probability models. The modelsare trained
based on supervised learning, with texts and their
summaries
as training data. In text classification basedon
SKG,a text is first mapped,with SKG,into a vector of
probability values, each of which corresponds to a
keyword. Text classification is then conducted on the
mappedprobability vector. Experimentalresults indicate
that the performance of the new method in the email
classification
task for an automated help desk is
significantly better than those of the baseline methods.
Wenote that SKGis not a technique limited only to text
classification. It is potentially useful in other text
processing, such as text summarization
and text clustering.
Wealso note that the classification problem we have
raised in this paper is not limited to the classification of
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texts. Our approach may be applicable to other
classification problems if we generalize stochastic
keywordgeneration to stochastic feature generation.
Thereare several issues remainingfor future work.First,
theoretical analysis on the SKGmethodcan be performed.
Second, experiments with different settings can be
conducted. For example, we assumethat the texts which
have summariesand the texts which have been classified
belong to the samedata set. In principle, the SKGmethod
can be applied even whenthey do not.
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